
ATTRIBUTES OF A PROFESSIONAL BARTENDER

The bartender is one of the most powerful and influential components in your bar- machine. Ultimately, they are the face
of your business and are the primary.

While you can get your drink making skills from anywhere with a good bartending class , these skills are ones
you can only truly master while on the job. Can you make a great cocktail? He knows how to show his best
asset as a bartender when he is in front of the guest. However, respect is achieved by showing your knowledge
with humbleness. Endurance On busy weekend nights, you'll be spending several hours running around behind
the bar. It does not only makes the bartender good looking and presentable, but this helps attract guests, let
them feel that they are very welcome and a smile will make the first time guest, a regular guest. They are the
lifeblood. You'll likely make all kinds of new friends from all walks of lifeall as part of the job. Bartenders in
the United States typically depend on tips for much of their income. Knowledge Knowledge will earn respect
to a Bartender. Even brands of drinks, proof, country of origin, and major ingredients are needed to remember
when a bartender presents and serves beverages to guests. It takes a certain level of physical stamina to be able
to keep up with the demands of a thirsty clientele. Also: rudeness combined with ignorance of your product.
Once they know that they have been seen, any reasonable guest will wait their turn. How to Use Skills Lists
You can use these skills lists throughout your job search process. The primary purpose of a bartender is not to
simply make drinks and put money in the till. I have seen in bars we have two kinds of bartenders. Below is a
list of the top five most important skills for a bartender, as well as a longer list of other skills employers, seek
in candidates for bartender jobs. Good bartenders always keep on learning new things every day. But, a good
bartender knows how to work properly, yet, laugh that sometimes, cracking jokes is being part of his
functions. Be extremely attentive. However, I had two wildly different hospitality experiences in two bars in
the same building. Once you're exhibiting these three qualities, you'll be able to make a living bartending
anywhere. Call the Bartending School of Bothell today at to learn the extra skills you need to excel at your
new bartending career. A good bartender will take pride in their appearance and be passionate about their
craft. Mixing drinks is just the beginning -- but certainly an important part of the job. In addition, the bartender
must assure that the serving area is clean and inviting, and all drinks and garnishes are well stocked. As well,
your long-term memory will help you remember the beers available on tap and in the bottle and the recipes for
complicated mixed drinks. Aside from following the standards, they also use their creativity, imagination and
individual way of enhancing the usual preparation of the beverage for the purpose of visual perception, odor
detection, and taste stimuli. Bartending is also an art because bartenders make an art form out of their
profession. Watch your fellow bartenders, see how they process orders and ask them for help when you need
it.


